The model neutral exosphere with a uniformly rotating exobase is generalized by allowing variations in exobase density and temperature which characterize the thermosphere just below the base. The corresponding velocity distribution function, satisfying the collisionless Boltzm-inn equation, is cons'ructed and used to form a general expression for the velocity moments.
Resulting density profiles of rotating exospheres with nonuniform densities and temperatures on the exobase are compared with corresponding nonrotating exospheres. Density enhancements due to rotation are found to be greatest above regions of exobase density or temperature minima. Equatorial density enhancements of terrestrial hydrogen, resulting from rotation, are estimated to be 15 i to 17 percent at altitudes of 10 to 2"0 earth radii. Corresponding increases in terrestrial helium are 30 to 50 percent on the equator at altitudes of 0.7 to 1 earth radii even when there is a polar density bulge in the barosphere. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the rotating exosphere model of I by allowing variations in exobase density, temperature, and bulk flow which characterize the thermosphere (barosphere) ju:,t below the exobase. We begin, in Sec. II, by constructing an explicit solution of the collisionless Boltzmann equation from «Bich we form a general expression for the velocity moments; e.g., density, flux, temperature, etc. The moments are in quadrature form and 4 must be treated numericall y . In section III we present density profiles for selected condition: intended to brings out the principal effects r. esultir,g; from a rotating; exobase with density and temperature variations. Ap ,irt from that required for rotation, we ignore exobase bulk flow as done; in all models to present.
However, we discuss the possible importance of such flow in the final section along; with other results of the present model.
The exobasc surface is defined 2 by those points in the atmosphere where the lateral mean free path equals twice they density scale 11; i.e., 11 no, = 1/2, in terms of the density n and gas-ldnetic collision cross section . 'Chen, due to the assumed variations in density and temperature, the exobase is a nonspherical surface with maximum and minimum radii. However, in this treatment we assume that the exobase is a sphere of radius It lying somewhere between these extremes. We also assume that the variations in base density and temperature are weak in the sense that the resulting difference between the maximum and minimum radii is small relative to it.
We construct the velocity distribution function f in the inertial frame with a spherical coordinate system whose origin is at the center of the planet. In this case, the spatial coordinates are r, 0, and ^, the radial, colatitude, and azimuthal coordinates, respectively, and the corresponding Cartesian velocities are v" vp, and v .,. At the exobase, r It, the velocity distribution f (r', V) of particles emerging into the exosphere is taken to correspond to local thermodynamic equilibrium to give the boundary condition
in terns of the particle mass m and Boltzmann's constant k. The functional dependences of the particle density N (-, ; ), temperature 'C (', ,`), and bulk velocity U ( , :) characterizing the emergent distribution can be obtained from theoretical models or experimental data. Only simple fo g ms for these functions are chosen in this wort: to illustrate the main features of this model. 
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The first three constants are the total energy, total angular momentum squared, and the z component of the angular momentum, respectively, while the remaining two constants relate the antrular coordinates of a particle trajectory.
In order to form the distribution function for the exosphere it is necessary to relate the point of observation (r, 0, ; ) of a particle of given velocity (v, , v., v.) with the corresponding point on the exobase surface (R, H, (1)) where the particle emerged; i.e., the source point. Such a relationship can be represented by the expressions
in term . of the constants of motion (since n and (l) are functions of the constants of motion, they are constant along a particle trajectory). For a point (v, r) in phase space we note that ..cis. (4) lead to four (E ? 0) or eight (E < 0) points (n, (P). A more specific representation, required in this work, is obtained by using Eqs. Ac renuu ning functions are }liven by
where r) (1 --2(r)J'''.
In addition to satisfying the Ix-)undary condition of Eq. (1), the distribution function we seek only admits particles which have emerged from the exobase and exc:udes those particles exceeding the escape speech with negative radial velocities (i.e., no source of particles at infinity). The distribution function we pro-
in %% n ich the unit step function [.12 -j 2 MR z J I, 'mil sill(-) .
respect ► vely, :uid "'here the f sign corresponds to sgi , v at the exobn. 'Then, the general velocity moment of order (p, y, s), normal+zed to Oe baSe density no , is given by
where the terms
correspond to contributions from the bounu and escaping trajectories, respectively. The limits of integration are given in terms of 0 mMG'kTOP 2)VK a measure of the gravitational energy relative to the thermal energy at the base,
The integra.nd function For corrdleteness, it is worth mentioning at this point that the moments of Eqs. (7) reduLo to these obtained in I when the base temperaturo is tak4sn to he uniform and the base density is taken to correspond to a rotatii,g Isothermal 
exhibiting; a density bulge at the equator. We note that this (tensity, given in
terms of the present model, leans to an exospheric distribution fwict5n f which is independent of (O i ) , (h, k ). Consequently, the analysis in I was greatly simplified since detailed accounting of trajectories through such equations as (4) and (5) was unnecessary. In this case, the resulting profiles for density n and radial flux n v , -, simplify to a single quadrature over v O while n <. ve > and n v0 ? vanish (i.e., no lateral f low in exosphere) .
To illustrate some of the main features of the model in I, consider the dashed lines of Fig. 1 where the normalized density n/n o , at given colatitudes a, is plotted versus for the case 7 = 10 and 3 = 1 (these values have been selected primarily for clarity of illustration and are used throughout this section). As shown in I, the density distribution along the polar axis ( A = 0) is identical to the corresponding distribution of a nonrotating exosphere. We note, for a fixed radius, that the density increases from pole to equator. In other words, there is a density enhancement at all points in the exosphere for colatitudes 0 < 0 < T.
As noted in I, this variation results since particles are ejected with increasing azimutha: velocities for increasing colatitude so that the average altitude a particle attains in the equatorial region is greater than in the polar region, Gashed line, designated by -0` (the same -is model I), is the corresponding density profile for the nonrotating case, valid for all latitudes. As in the model of I with rotation, the density increases from pole to equator for a given radius.
Again, we note a density enhancement in the equatorial regio:i which is primarily due to the centrifugal effect. On the other hand, the values of density along the polar axis are lower than corresponding values of the nonrotating case. In fact the density is lower for a range of colatitudes about the poles.
This density reduction is consistent with the fact that there are now lateral winds in the exosphere flowing from the polar regions to the p g p g' equatorial regions.
Such lateral flow is expected in this case when a comps-ison is made with the isothermal model of I where no lateral flow occurs. In the latter model, the exobase density, given by Eq. (8), increases from pole to equator in a manner which is consistent with no lateral flow. Then, in the former case, there exists an "effective" density depletion in the equatorial region of the base, relative to the isothermal case of I, leading to flow from the polar region of effectively higher base density to the equatorial region of effectively lower base density. In Fig. 2 , note that the equatorial density is greater than the corresponding polar densit y at all altitudes above the exobase for both rotating and nonrotating models. This equatorial enhancement is in part a reflection of the exobase density maximum lying on the equator at this longitude. The ratio of equatorial to polar density is more pronounced in the rotating exosphere due to a combination of the centrifugal effect and lateral flow from regions of high to low exobase densities (actual and effective).
For the nonrotating case of Fig. 3 , we note that the polar density is greater than the corresponding equatorial density at all altitudes, reflecting the base density minimum on the equator at this longitude. In contrast, the opposite relationship obtains fer the rotating exosphere. That is, the equatorial density is greater than thv polar density at all altitudes above a crossover point -' k 1.1.
In addition to the centrifugal effect, this density increase on the equator is due to the "rotationally enhanced" lateral transport of particles from exobase regions of higher densities. In fact, such a "mixing" of particles tends to equalize the density profiles around the planet on a given latitude as one can note in comparing the equatorial distributions of Figs. 2 and 3.
To further elucidate this rotationally enhanced mixing, consider In the preceding examples we only considered the values , = 10 and ,3 = 1, since , the general effects of variation of these parameters, as examined in I, still hold for the present nonuniform models. For example, a primary result noted in I is that the ratio of the equatorial density to the polar density, at a given altitude and longitude, increases when a, and are increased separately i or together. In addition, this ratio is greater than one for = greater than the crossover point -* X . In this connection, we point out that it can he shown that
• 1 as and/or , become large.
On comparing Figs. 2, 3 , 5, and 6, one can note that the region of greatest exospheric density increase from the nonrotating to the rotating model occurs above points of base density or temperature minima. Further comparison with the uniform model of Fig. 1 shows that the corresponding rotational density enhancement is less than that of the nonuniform models (above base density anu 
